RDF expand their award winning emergency bulkhead range with the
TM ONTEC S20
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Introducing the brand-new member of the award winning ONTEC S family

The TM Technologie ONTEC S20 can be used for all emergency lighting needs and so is perfect for contractor
stock. It’s a compact modern look bulkhead with a light output and warranty that beats most products on the
market.
Low quality, old style bulkheads do not meet the aesthetic needs of front of house and when converted to exit
signs the legends are often distorted and fail to cover the whole of the diffuser leading to non-compliant contrast
and viewability. The ONTEC S20 is designed not just for lighting escape routes and open areas, it is supplied
with a universal exit legend for perfect conversion to a wall mount exit sign for viewing distance up to 20m.

It provides 3 hour illumination as standard but thanks to new LED technology and optics it will also dissipate the
heat needed to enable 3 times the light output for 1 hour to cover those high risk task areas where extra light is
required for a shorter period of time.
Installation has been meticulously considered to make it quick and easy with multiple cable entry points for true
mounting flexibility. Unlike competing products, we have true IP65 protection due to the liquid foam injection
process to create a perfect seal every time.

Check out this video to see the production capabilities of the TM Technologie manufacturing facility which helps
explain the consistent quality of these products and why RDF offer a 5 year warranty and a battery warranty of 3
years.
Once you switch to RDF products you will have the peace of mind that your customers will have the protection
when needed and returns due to reliability issues will be eliminated. Ask us for our approvals certificates; not
only do we have third party approval for CE marking, we offer the BSI kitemark to show local approval by UK
based test facilities.
All the RDF products listed on the Luckins website here are stocked in the UK and available for next day delivery.
We can provide all our emergency fittings in the complete RAL colour range and some are also available in
brushed or polished steel.
Visit our website at www.rdflightingpowerandcontrol.co.uk to see the best range of emergency luminaires and exit
signs in the UK, all with options including lithium long life batteries, addressable self-contained, DALI and central
battery powered. We also provide the complete emergency lighting system solutions with addressable systems,
central battery systems and inverters.
For further information visit www.RDFLightingPowerandControl.co.uk, contact RDF on 0333 772 9019, or email
sales@RDFLightingPowerandControl.co.uk

